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STRUCTURE RISING: DAVID SALLE ON ‘THE FOREVER NOW’ AT MOMA
BY David Salle POSTED 02/23/15

What the flawed survey tells us about painting today
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Installation view of “The Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World” at the Museum of Modern Art, New York
(December 14, 2014-April 5, 2015).
JOHN WRONN/©2014 THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

“

The Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World” is MoMA’s first survey of recent painting in over 30 years.

In the museum’s crowded sixth-floor galleries, curator Laura Hoptman has corralled 17 artists who have come to notice in the
last decade or so, and collectively they give off a synaptic charge. There are a fair number of clunkers, but the majority of the

painters here display an honestly arrived-at complexity, expressed through a rigorous series of choices made at what feels like a

Salle, David. “Structure Rising: David Salle on ‘The Forever Now’ at MoMA,” ARTnews, February 23, 2015.

granularly visual level. Their work rewards hard looking.
The good artists in the show are very good indeed. Charline von Heyl, Josh Smith, Richard Aldrich, Amy Sillman, Mark Grotjahn,
Nicole Eisenman, Rashid Johnson, Joe Bradley, and Mary Weatherford have all developed tenacious and highly individual styles.

Each makes work that engages the viewer on the paintings’ own terms and that shakes free whatever journalistic shorthand might, in
passing, get stuck on them. What drives these artists is resolved in works that are self-reliant and unassailable while remaining open
and undogmatic—it’s the ebullience of secular art freed of any ideological task.

Two words one should probably avoid using in exhibition titles are “forever” and “now,” and Hoptman uses both. “Atemporal” comes

from a William Gibson story, and Hoptman worked it into a youthful-sounding phrase, but it’s just distracting, like someone talking
too loudly while you’re trying to think. She wants to make a point about painting in the Internet age, but the conceit is a red herring
—the Web’s frenetic sprawl is opposite to the type of focus required to make a painting, or, for that matter, to look at one.

What does “atemporal” mean, in the context of painting? Judging from Hoptman’s catalogue essay, it’s the confidence, or panache, to
take what one likes from the vast storehouse of style, without being overly concerned with the idea of progress or with what

something means as a sign. Today, “all eras co-exist at once,” Hoptman writes. She goes on to say that this atemporality is a “wholly
unique phenomenon in Western culture.” Big news. The free-agent status accorded the artists in her show is something I take as a

good thing—maybe “minding one’s own business” would be a better way of putting it—but her claim for its uniqueness is harder to
swallow; it’s more or less what I’ve been advocating for the last 35 years. Not that I take any credit for the idea; within a certain
milieu it’s just common knowledge.

In her desire to connect everything to a narrative of the digital future,

Hoptman misses the salient difference between the best work here and its

immediate antecedents: a sense of structure. By structure I don’t mean only
relational composition—though that plays a part—but more generally the
sense of a painting’s internal rationale, its “inside energy,” as Alex Katz

would say, that alignment of intention, talent, and form. Hoptman wants

to make a clean break for her crew from the mores of “appropriation,” but
again, the emphasis seems misplaced. Appropriation—as a style—had a

tendency to stop short, visually speaking. The primary concern was with

“presentation” itself, and the work that resulted was often an analog for the
screen, or field, something upon which images composed themselves into
some public/private drama. Appropriation pointed to something—some

psychological or cultural condition outside of the work itself—that was the
basis of its claim to criticality and, at its best, excavated something deep in
the psyche. But there are other things in life. At present, painting is

focused on structure, discovering and molding pictorial form for its own
sake.

Atemporality, then, is nothing new. Most if not all art reaches backward to
earlier models in some way; every rupture is also a continuity. The

“reaching back” might be to unexpected sources, but imprints of earlier

Josh Smith, Untitled, 2013.
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achievements are what give art its gristle and grit. What’s different is the

mode of seeing. As an example, Weatherford places tubes of colored neon in front of fields of paint-stained canvas. In the old,

appropriationist mind-set, one might get hung up on a list of signifiers along the lines of, say, Mario Merz or Gilberto Zorio meets

Helen Frankenthaler; this reductiveness was, from the beginning, an unsatisfying way to see. Pleasantly, reassuringly, more like an old
friend showing up after a long absence, arte povera echoes through Weatherford’s work, but it doesn’t feel like a self-conscious

reference. Her works clear a space where they can be taken on their own terms. They do, as Ben Jonson said in a somewhat different
context, “win themselves a kind of grace-like newness.”

I

n a related, refreshing development, Warhol’s gloomy, vampiric fatalism is no longer dragging down the party. Duchamp, too, is
absent. What a relief. Nothing against the two masters as far as their own work is concerned, but they have exerted such an

outsize gravitational pull on generations of artists that finally being out from under them feels like waking from a lurid dream.

There is camp in “The Forever Now,” to be sure, and imagery, and irony, and “presentation,” but they are not the main event.
Painting also seems to have shed its preoccupation with photography; here you will find only the faintest nod to “the age of

mechanical reproduction.” Even for Laura Owens, who blithely tries on the visual conundrums of the digital world, photography isn’t

really part of her DNA. It turns out that much of the art-historical hand-wringing of the last 40 years over Walter Benjamin’s famous
prophecy was either misplaced or just plain wrong. Painting is not competing with the Internet, even when making use of its
proliferative effects.

Imagery is present to varying degrees in many of these artists’ works. It’s

front and center in Eisenman’s paintings, exuberantly evident in Smith’s,
lambent in Bradley’s. Drawn forms, some with a goofy, cartoony quality,

are often the basis of Sillman’s muscular lyricism. Sillman is a great picture
builder; her evocative and gemütlich paintings give the show some real
gravitas. Representation even shows up in the trenchant cerebral

complexities of von Heyl, but none of these artists is involved with the

tradition of realism. They are not translating what can be seen into what
can be painted. While everything, even abstraction, is an image in the
ontological sense, and there are snatches of imagery in most of these

paintings, these artists are simply not imagists; their images are more like
the folk melodies in Bartók—present as understructure, there but not
there.

The overall tone of “The Forever Now” has a West Coast casual feel about
Charline von Heyl, Carlotta, 2013.
JASON MANDELLA/COURTESY THE ARTIST AND PETZEL, NEW YORK/OVITZ FAMILY
COLLECTION, LOS ANGELES

it. Five of the artists in the exhibition—Grotjahn, Weatherford, Owens,
Dianna Molzan, and Matt Connors—are based in Southern California,
and their work has some of Los Angeles’s take-it-or-leave-it attitude

toward materiality. It’s a feeling I remember from living in L.A. in the

’70s: a slightly secondhand relationship to the New York School pieties. The alternative to sober, grown-up painting was an emphasis
on materials, often industrial or non-art materials, and on the idea of process itself. The work embodies a youthful vigor without

visible strain—in a word, cool. When combined with an internal structural core, the result has a kind of multiplier effect; it wins you
over.

(The situation in literature today is not so different; while still avoiding straight realism, the parodists, inventors, miniaturists, and
tinkerers are now coming into prominence, taking over from the arid metafictionists. Writers like George Saunders, Ben Marcus,

Sam Lipsyte, Sheila Heti, Ben Lerner, and Chris Kraus have clear parallels with painters von Heyl, Weatherford, Bradley, Aldrich,

Chris Martin, et al. Painting and advanced writing are now closer in spirit than at any time in living memory.)
But I want to return to that quality that sets apart certain painters in this show—that sense of structure. Like diamonds, Grotjahn’s

paintings are the result of great pressure brought to bear on a malleable material over a protracted period of time. His work is a good
example of the way in which many artists today are using imagery and history—which is to say, the way that artists mainly always
have. Grotjahn manages to simultaneously invoke Cubism, Futurism, Surrealism, and Abstract Expressionism—everyone from

Malevich to Victor Brauner—and translate those impulses into an intensely focused, schematic composition that leaves just enough
room for his hand to do its stuff.

Much has been made of Grotjahn’s Picassoid heads, but the overall looping structure of his paintings produces an effect closer to
Joseph Stella’s 1920s paintings of the Brooklyn Bridge. Grotjahn reimagines Stella’s swooping catenaries into arched ribbons of
impasto paint. Because the chunks of color are small and contiguous, they tend to blend together in the viewer’s eye, giving the

paintings an alternating current of macro and micro focus. His colors are dark red and burgundy, forest green, warm white, cobalt
blue—the colors of silk neckties. They are preppy in a nice way, with a whiff of the 1940s. More importantly, Grotjahn’s color

intervals are exacting. They put the painting in a major key. Their simple, clear visual forms—arcs, circles, lozenge and ovoid shapes,
like segments of an orange—sometimes overlap and cut into one another, creating a space of increasing, sobering complexity.

Grotjahn’s paintings do a funny thing: they achieve great scale through the linear arrangement of small areas of paint, and their

structural and imagistic concatenations are in good alignment with the color and paint application. The what and the how are in
productive sync. These paintings are tight, shipshape, and very satisfying to look at. At 46, Grotjahn is close on to a modernist
master.

Aldrich has been making interesting and surprising paintings for a while, and one of his works here shows great panache. Two

Dancers with Haze in Their Heart Waves Atop a Remake of “One Page, Two Pages, Two Paintings,” from 2010, is Aldrich at his least

gimmicky and most in tune with the spirit of abstract painting as deconstruction. The painting’s success lies in its loose-limbed sense
of structure: a grid- or ladder-like armature along which an array of painted shapes and brush-drawn lines alternate with the

interstitial white spaces to form a syncopated rhythm. Its painterly touch calls to mind Joan Mitchell and Philip Guston, and also
Robert Rauschenberg’s Winter Pool from 1959—two canvases joined in the middle by a ladder—as well as Rauschenberg’s later
Combines. Aldrich’s palette here is sophisticated, just shy of decorator-ish; he takes eight or nine hues and nudges them into
perfectly tuned intervals of cream, white, Pompeii red, burnt umber, and a grayed cobalt green—colors that feel at once

Mediterranean and Nordic. This particular painting touches on a number of visual cues without leaning too heavily on any of them;
the four irregular black rectangles framed by cream-colored bands suggest darkened windows in a cracked plaster wall.

That Aldrich’s painting is reminiscent of earlier paintings while maintaining a clear sense of contemporaneity is perhaps what

Hoptman means by “atemporal.” But this is what painting is always about, in one way or another. Rauschenberg’s work of the late

’50s and early ’60s was itself a deconstruction and reconstruction of Abstract Expressionism, freed from its self-importance. Aldrich

has taken a lot from that period in Rauschenberg’s work, but his tone is lighter; it has Rauschenberg’s insouciance, without the urgent
nervousness. The stakes are different. This is now. Though informal, at times almost flippant, Aldrich’s work is sturdier and more
tough-minded than it first appears. His painting says, “Lean on me.”

usan Sontag observed nearly 50 years ago, in her essay “On Style,” that no self-respecting critic would want to be seen separating

form from content, and yet most seem drawn to do just that, after first offering a disclaimer to the contrary. Make that double for

curators. The real problem with “The Forever Now” is that it’s two shows: there are the painters who make stand-alone paintings—

we don’t need no backstory—and those who use a rectangular-ish surface to do something else. The artists in the former group are the

raison d’être for the show; their work has formal inventiveness and pictorial intelligence; it lives in the moment. As for the latter, they
are artists who make tip-of-the-iceberg art. What’s on the canvas is the evidence, or residue, of what happens offstage. There’s

nothing at all wrong with this in principle, of course, but it can result in an
arid busyness that masks a core indecisiveness or, worse, emptiness.

S

Here is another way to see this: there are pictures that repay our
attention with interest and others that simply use it up. The

qualities we admire in people—resourcefulness, intelligence,

decisiveness, wit, the ability to bring others into the emotional,

substantive self—are often the same ones that we feel in art that holds our
attention. Less-than-admirable qualities—waffling, self-aggrandizement,
stridency, self-absorption—color our experience of work that, for one

reason or another, remains unconvincing. By “unconvincing” I mean the
feeling you get when the gap between what a work purports to be and
what it actually looks like is too big to be papered over.

Such is the case with several of the most celebrated artists included in

“The Forever Now.” The problem of grade inflation has been with us since
at least the 1920s, when H. L. Mencken, in his American Mercury

magazine, coined the term “American boob” to mean our national variant

of philistinism. The flip side of “boob-ism,” in Mencken’s formulation, was
the wholesale enthusiasm for everything cultural, lest one be thought a
philistine. It’s created a hell of confusion ever since.

George Balanchine once complained that the praise had been laid on a
little thick. “Everyone’s overrated,” said the greatest choreographer in

history. “Picasso’s overrated. I’m overrated. Even Jack Benny’s overrated.”

Richard Aldrich, Two Dancers with Haze in Their Heart Waves Atop a
Remake of “One Page, Two Pages, Two Paintings,” 2010.
FARZAD OWRANG/COURTESY THE ARTIST AND BORTOLAMI GALLERY, NEW
YORK/PRIVATE COLLECTION, NEW YORK

He meant that once it’s decided that someone is great, a misty halo of

reverence surrounds everything he or she does. The reality is more prosaic: some things, or some parts of things, will be great and

others not. It’s annoying to be overpraised; it’s like showing your work to your parents. The lack of criticality is one of the things that
give our current art milieu the feeling of the political sphere (I don’t mean political art). Politics, as a job, is the place where the truth
can never be told; it would bring the merry-go-round to a halt.

I decided a long time ago not to write about things I don’t care for. So much work is deeply and movingly realized, and so many

artists of real talent are working today that it’s just not worth the time to take an individual clunker to task. There’s an audience for

everything—who cares? Besides, one can always be wrong. However, I’m compelled to make an exception in the case of 27-year-old
Oscar Murillo. While it’s not his fault for being shot out of the canon too early, I feel one has to say something lest perception be

allowed to irretrievably swamp reality. There have always been artists who were taken up by collectors, curators, or journalists; artists

who fit a certain narrative but are of little interest to other artists. So why get worked up over it now? Of course it’s not just him. The
problem is really one of what constitutes interpretation; it’s the fault line of a deepening divide between how artists and curators see
the world. Though it may seem unfair to single out Murillo, the best way to explain why the distinction matters is to describe his
work.

Murillo seems to want to say something with his work about palimpsest and memory and being an outsider, but he lacks, to my eye,
most of what is needed to make a convincing picture of that type. His grasp of the elements that engage people who paint—like

scale, color, surface, image, and line—is journeyman-like at best. His sense of composition is strictly rectilinear; he doesn’t seem to
have discovered the diagonal or the arabesque. Worse, he can’t seem to generate any sense of internal pictorial rhythm.

Murillo’s paintings lack personality. He uses plenty of dark colors, scraping, rubbing, dripping, graffiti marks, and dirty tarpaulins—
run-of-the-mill stuff, signifiers all. The work looks like something made by an art director; it’s meant to look gritty and “real” but

comes across as fainthearted. This is painting for people who don’t have much interest in looking, who prefer the backstory to what is
in front of their eyes. Murillo is in so far over his head that even a cabal of powerful dealers won’t be able to save him. He must on

some level know this, and so he tries to make up for what’s missing by adding on other effects. One piece in “The Forever Now” is a

pile of canvases crumpled up on the floor that viewers can move about as they choose. It’s interactive—get it? MoMA visitors with a

long memory will recognize this as a variation on early work by Allan Kaprow, the inventor of Happenings, who wished to mimic the
“expressionist” impulses in ’50s paintings and channel them into little games that invited viewer participation with the result that

what had once been pictorially alive became pure tedium. To quote Fairfield Porter, writing at the time, “[Kaprow] uses art and he

makes clichés….If he wants to prove that certain things can’t be done again because they already have been done, he couldn’t be more
convincing.” You can kick Murillo’s canvases around from here to Tuesday—there is no way to bring them to life, because they never
lived in the first place.

The real news from “The Forever Now,” the good news, is that painting didn’t die. The argument that tried to make painting obsolete
was always a category mistake; that historically determinist line has itself expired, and painting is doing just fine. Painting may no
longer be dominant, but that has had, if anything, a salutary effect: not everyone can paint, or needs to. While art audiences have
gone their distracted way, painting, like a truffle growing under cover of leaves, has developed flavors both rich and deep, though

perhaps not for everyone. Not having to spend so much energy defending one’s decision to paint has given painters the freedom to
think about what painting can be. For those who make paintings, or who find in them a compass point, this is a time of enormous
vitality.

David Salle is an artist living in Brooklyn and East Hampton.
Copyright 2015, ARTnews LLC, 40 W 25th Street, 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10010. All rights reserved.
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This is pretty good. Not quite terrific. Salle has the kind
of celebrity/authority that invites challenges. Very healthy that he should open
himself up to “challenges”/questions/whatever.
Does the work in the show reward hard looking or frustrate
it? “[H]onestly arrived-at complexity”/ “granularly visual level”—I see more
strategizing—not necessarily dishonest—just not really painting. It is
strategizing about styles. I don’t see much structure. I see quotes. I don’t
see modernist mastery.
I think it’s great that Salle brings in literature and
dance. I’m not familiar with most of the writers he mentions though. Is, say,
Joseph McElroy an “arid metafictionist”? What about Anne Carson or Alice
Oswald? Do they not distinguish themselves from the Forever Now artists simply
because they (the poets) are grown-ups?
Forever Now is a Big Mistake, but MoMA’s going to make a lot
of big mistakes before it finds its feet again. Talking about mistakes helps. There
are a couple of great shows in New York now that present the Art World with really
big challenges/questions: the Cezanne show up at the Met, the Donatellos, the
great Castel di Sangro reliefs at MOBIA. One question I have is, When is
Lazy-Bones Maika Pollack going to deliver her take on the Mme Cezanne
portraits?
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